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Letter from the Chair: 

I’d like to take this chance to welcome you all to the Nixon Investigation at the 38th 

installation of the Virginia Model United Nations Conference. This is a committee I have 

wanted to run for a long time, and I’m thrilled to finally have the opportunity. 

Here, you will take on the role of President Richard Nixon’s White House, some of the 

most powerful men in the world at the time. Yet behind the scenes, things are far from 

ideal. Facing economic woes at home and military defeat in South-East Asia, the White 

House administration is being pushed to the limits. As such, your role as delegates will 

be to navigate these various crises. The twist of this committee will be the ongoing 

investigation into the Watergate burglary. Various members of the White House Staff 

are involved, but the full extent is unclear. 

As such, at the start of committee session, you will all be given a personalized dossier 

from the crisis director and I. In it, it will include the full details of your criminal 

activities, as well as your knowledge of who else was involved. Do not worry about or try 

to bring outside knowledge, we will give you everything you need and can use. As time 

goes on, more information will become available to the Senate Committee investigating 

the break in (who will be played by Crisis), and they will be able to act on it. If you wish, 

you can try and cut a deal with them, testifying and giving evidence in exchange for 

protection. But be warned:people have long memories and even longer arms. 

Protect yourself, protect the country, protect the President. 

-Daniel Jachim, Chair 



Letter from the Crisis Director: 

I’d like to welcome everyone to VAMUN XXXVIII’s Nixon Invstigation committee. This 

is the  most excited I have been for a committee, and I hope you all are just as thrilled as 

I am to participate. In this committee, you will work in the best interest of the President, 

confronting national crises while navigating the looming investigation into the 

Watergate burglary. 

As your crisis director, I hope to see you all truly embrace the roles and positions you are 

assigned. I advise you to take control of the powers and privileges awarded by the merit 

of your position within the administration. Take complete ownership of your unique 

place in the committee and send me actions you wish to take as an individual whether 

they be for the benefit of the whole committee, or for your benefit alone. What I hope to 

see out of crisis is a sense of detailed interplay and subterfuge that takes place behind 

the scenes, but still influences the committee in a visible manner known to everyone. 

There are two major pieces of advice I wish to give you all to make that possible. First, 

make your notes as detailed as you can. The more detailed a crisis note is, the more it 

may influence the committee and the more possibilities it opens. Second, build your 

notes off of each other. It is more fulfilling to build off of a few developed ideas than a 

slew of one-off notes. In my eyes, a successful crisis arc is reactive. It builds off the 

action you all choose to take. It goes where you all choose to take it. You have the power 

to define this committee. With that, save the country and serve our president. 

-Avery Gagne, Crisis Director 



Background: 

Burglary: 

Early in the morning of June 17th, police apprehended five men attempting to 

break in to the Democratic National Convention office in the Watergate Hotel in 

Washington D.C. Four of them, Bernard Barker, Virgilio Gonzalez, Eugenio Martinez, 

and Frank Sturgis were found to be former agents for the Central Intelligence Agency. A 

fifth, later identified as James W. McCord, was also apprehended.  Two days later, John 1

Mitchell denies any involvement in the burglary, stating that McCord and the rest of the 

burglars “were not operating either in our behalf or with our consent.”  2

A spokesperson for Richard Kleindienst, the Attorney General, concurrently announced 

that the Federal Bureau of Investigation was conducting their own investigation after 

calls from Democratic National Committee Chairman Lawrence O’Brien.  3

James W. McCord was also discovered to be the Chief of Security for the 

Committee to Re-elect the President, and it appears that he received payment from the 

Committee for the purchase of surveillance equipment. It is unclear at the moment if 

either that money of equipment was in use during the break in on July 17th.  4

1 Fama, Jillian, and Meghan Kiesel, Watergate Burglars: Where Are They Now?" (ABC News. June 17, 
2012) 
2 Woodward, Bob, and Carl Bernstein. "GOP Security Aide Among Five Arrested in Bugging Affair." (The 
Washington Post. June 19, 1972.) 
3 Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 



Vietnam: 

1945-1954: 

By June of 1972, the war in Vietnam had been raging for nearly 22 years with 

little accomplished in the way of meaningful objectives. On September 2nd, 1945, Ho 

Chi Minh declared the independence of the Vietnam after decades of French rule 

followed by Japanese occupation during the Second World War.  The United States was 5

initially supportive, having worked with local militias to oppose the Japanese 

occupation. During the next few months, much of the country was occupied by 

Nationalist Chinese forces under General Lu Han and a combined British and French 

force under British Admiral Mountbatten. However, by February 1946, Chinese forces 

withdrew in exchange for France giving up colonial claims in China and France was able 

to reoccupy the country by the end of March . 6

Over the next three years, the French fought a near constant insurgency mostly 

comprised of the Viet Minh under Ho Chi Minh and Vo Nguyen Giap. However, by 1949, 

the war had begun to internationalize. Disappointed by the unwillingness of the United 

States to help fight against French Colonialism, Ho Chi Minh began working more 

closely with communist powers, seen by the 1949 alliance between the Viet Minh and 

the newly formed People’s Republic of China . Support for the Viet Minh by a perceived 7

international Communist conspiracy caused great worry amongst the American military 

5 George C. Herring, America’s Longest War , (New York: McGraw-Hill Education, 20014), 2 
6 Stein Tønnesson, Vietnam 1946, California, (University of California Press, 2009) 
7 Herring, 18 



and political establishment, who promptly began providing actual material and military 

support for the French, beginning with a $15 million aid package that was originally 

destined for Nationalist China . 8

Over the next four years, American involvement escalated both in terms of aid 

and personnel. In 1950, the Central Intelligence Agency established an operation at the 

U.S. Legation in Saigon, which provided a wide range of services to French military and 

covert operations . However as American involvement built up, French involvement 9

began to fade. In late 1953, an American diplomat in Saigon was quoted as saying about 

the American presence that “we are the last French colonialists in Indochina. ” Facing 10

repeated losses and growing tensions in French Algeria (which would eventually lead to 

a different colonial war in 1954), the French people and government were losing the will 

to fight, allowing the United States to take more and more responsibility in Indochina. 

This weakening resolve was finally shattered at the infamous Battle of Dien Bien Phu.  

Hoping, as they had hoped for the past four years, to lure the Viet Minh into a pitched 

battle, the French built a large fortification in the Dien Bien Phu Valley. They believed 

that their superior technology and discipline would allow them win any pitched battle. 

They were wrong. Bolstered by Chinese and Soviet artillery and logistical planning, the 

Viet Minh were able to cut off and eventually kill or capture 16,000 French soldiers, 

with only around 100 escaping. In France, the consequences were catastrophic. The 

Prime Minister, Joseph Laniel, was forced to resign, and the newly empowered Pierre 

Mendes France formed a coalition with the French Communist Party to negotiate peace 

8 Ibid., 20 
9 John Prados, The CIA's Vietnam Histories 
10 Herring, 35 



in Indochina . By 1st August 1954, at the Geneva Conference, Vietnam was divided on 11

the 17th Parallel into the northern Democratic Republic of Vietnam and the southern 

Republic of Vietnam. The First Indochina war had come to an unsatisfying conclusion at 

the cost of nearly 100,000 French soldiers killed, and around 700,000 Vietnamese 

(both Viet Minh and French loyalists) dead or missing. 

1954-1961: 

Following the proclamation of the Republic of Vietnam, the United States found 

itself in the difficult position of not wanting to abandon a key ally in Southeast Asia, 

while also being unsure of how exactly to assist them. However, the terms of the Geneva 

Accords stipulated that free elections were to be held in 1956, and so fearing a 

Communist victory, the United States needed to act quickly. 

When the Republic was proclaimed, it was ruled by Bao Dai, a member of the 

Nguyen dynasty who was ousted during the Japanese occupation, but later reinstalled 

by the French following the defeat of Japan. In July of 1954, he appointed as his Prime 

Minister Ngo Dinh Diem. Diem began almost immediately working with the United 

States Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to build his personal power. As a Catholic, 

Diem’s priority was to the 5% of the country that was also Catholic, and he worked to 

help Catholics in North Vietnam move to the south through a combination of bribes and 

threats. Finally, in October of 1955, following increased pressure from the CIA and 

11 Miles Yu, The Lessons Of Dien Bien Phu 



Diem, Bao Dai abdicated as President and gave the title to Diem, functionally giving him 

control of the entire country.  12

Fearing an almost certain loss in the 1956 elections, Diem undertook a drastic 

and violent series of purges in an attempt to minimize communist influence. His 

brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu, created and controlled what would be known as Can Lao, the 

functional secret police of the state. Over the next year, Can Lao would arrest thousands 

of alleged communist sympathizers, organizers, and propagandists throughout the 

countryside, crippling their organization and infrastructure. However, his efforts proved 

unnecessary, and he later refused to allow the elections to take place. Following his 

refusal, support for the newly branded Viet Cong began to grow, with peasants growing 

increasingly dissatisfied at the Diem regime for its corruption and its refusal to 

recognize traditional tribal autonomy. Although limited to guerilla violence and 

assassination in 1957, by 1959 the Viet Cong was engaging frequently in conventional 

firefights with the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN). In the North, the Central 

Committee of the Vietnamese Communist Party passed a resolution calling for the 

overthrowing of the Saigon regime through violence.  13

Diem’s solutions unfortunately left much to be desired. Confident that the 

American-backed ARVN could easily defeat a communist insurgency, Diem increased 

crackdowns on alleged communist groups and people, and initiated the ‘agroville’ 

program, through which peasants were relocated into centralized locations such that 

they could be better protected by the military. However the program was a failure, and 

12 "Early American Involvement in Vietnam (1954–62)." Gale Library of Daily Life: Slavery in America. 
2001.  
13 Spector, Ronald H. "Vietnam War." Encyclopædia Britannica. January 11, 2018.  



served only to further alienate the rural population. The first sign that the military was 

not up the standards Diem expected came in January of 1960. Four Viet Cong 

companies attacked an ARVN headquarters in the village of Trang Sup, seizing 

stockpiles of weapons. With the fragility of the regime exposed, resistance soon grew. 

Non-communist political opposition to Diem grew, and in November three paratrooper 

battalions attempted a coup, despite being considered amongst the most loyal soldiers 

in the ARVN.  14

In 1961, a new U.S. President, John F. Kennedy, succeeded President Dwight D. 

Eisenhower. Kennedy, who had been a strong supporter of American involvement in 

Vietnam since 1954, was forced to decide between abandoning the country he called 

“our offspring” and significantly increasing American involvement in what appeared to 

be a failing country fighting a losing war.  15

1961-1968: 

In May of 1961, President Kennedy ordered the transferal of 400 U.S. Army 

Green Berets into South Vietnam for the purposes of training counter-insurgency units 

that could fight the Viet Cong. This was paired with a steady increase of military 

equipment and financial assistance. By the end of 1962, the total number of military 

advisors was nearing 10,000, although they were still serving in an entirely advisory 

role.  16

14 Herring, 84-85 
15 Ibid, 87-89 
16 Anderson, David L. "The Military and Diplomatic Course of the Vietnam War." (Gwendolyn Bennett's 
Life and Career.) 



Despite this, 1963 began with disaster. On January 23rd, ARVN units supported 

by artillery, aircraft, and armor, were engaged by Viet Cong forces near the village of Ap 

Bac. Despite outnumbering the V.C. 4-1, the ARVN suffered heavy casualties with 

almost no rebuttal. Included among the casualties were three American advisors. 

Military Assistance Command Vietnam (MACV) found that a lack of discipline, 

incompetence, and cowardice amongst the ARVN soldiers, as well as well executed 

tactics from the Viet Cong were responsible for the crushing defeat.  17

The impact in both the United States and South Vietnam was less than ideal. 

Opposition to the Diem regime grew despite the efforts of Nhu and Can Lao, and on 

June 11th, a Buddhist monk named Thich Quang Duc burned himself to death on the 

streets of Saigon in protest of Diem’s mistreatment of Buddhists. Over the next few 

months, Vietnamese military officials reached out to U.S. government personnel 

inquiring how the United States would respond to a coup. While not supporting the 

coup, the United States did not inform Diem of the plans, and on November 1st, a coup 

began. Diem and Nhu managed to escape disguised as priests, but the next day were 

caught and killed. President Kennedy was unsure how to proceed, but was unable to 

decide a plan before he himself was assassinated in Dallas on November 22nd. When he 

died, there were 20,000 American soldiers in Vietnam.  18

President Lyndon B. Johnson, who succeeded Kennedy following the 

assassination, did not differ significantly initially. However, lacking limited short term 

success, Johnson soon decided to escalate the war, and on January 16th, 1964, he 

17 "FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES, 1961–1963, VOLUME III, VIETNAM, 
JANUARY–AUGUST 1963." (U.S. Department of State.) 
18 Herring, Chapter 3 



approved OPLAN 34A-64, which increased heavily the American military and 

intelligence involvement in Vietnam. Later that year, in August of 1964, two American 

naval vessels were allegedly attacked in what became known as the Gulf of Tonkin 

incident, and the Gulf of Tonkin resolution was passed allowing President Johnson near 

unlimited control of the military apparatus in Southeast Asia. He used this increased 

power to begin Operation Rolling Thunder on February 13th, 1965, which led to the near 

constant bombing of targets in North Vietnam. A month later, on March 8th, two 

Marine battalions landed at Da Nang to protect the airfield, and became the first U.S. 

military forces deployed specifically in combat, not just advisory, roles. By the end of 

1965, around 275,000 American soldiers were deployed in Vietnam, and the number 

would continue to grow.  19

Throughout the next two years, U.S. presence continues to increase in the region 

with limited results. In 1966, the total American presence increased to 400,000, and by 

the end of 1967 it reached half of a million. November of 1967 also saw what was at the 

time the most devastating battle of the war for the United States, a series of 

engagements around Dak To. The battle was met with criticism both from the military 

and civilian establishment, given the relatively limited success of the battle and weighed 

down by the heavy casualties.  20

1968 began very poorly, with the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong launching a 

series of offensives that would be known as the Tet offensive, given that they occurred 

during the alleged Tet Ceasefire. Fighting would continue for the next few months, 

19 Germany, Kent. "Lyndon B. Johnson: Foreign Affairs." Miller Center. July 18, 2017.  
20 History.com Staff. "Vietnam War Timeline." (History.com. 2017.) 



intensifying at the cities of Hue and Saigon. In response, President Johnson announces 

that the bombing of North Vietnam will stop, ending after nearly three years. 

Furthermore, he announces that he will not run for re-election, preferring instead to 

focus on the execution of the war.  21

1969-1972: 

After the election and inauguration of President Nixon, the war took on a 

different look. Under the name of “Vietnamization,” American soldiers began engaging 

in less ground combat, letting Vietnamese bear more of the fighting. However, while this 

was going on, the United States also began a covert series of military actions directed 

against the Ho Chi Minh trail in Cambodia and Laos. This was in an attempt to limit the 

flow of men and material from North Vietnam into the south. The first major indication 

of this change in strategy occured in May of 1969, atop Hill 937 at the Ap Bia mountain. 

U.S. Paratroopers were attempting to capture the hill in an effort to cut off North 

Vietnamese forces. After a series of deadly assaults, retreats, and more assaults, the 

101st Airborne Division eventually pulled out of Ap Bia, which journalists would name 

‘Hamburger Hill’ in recognition of the brutal fighting and the pointless futility that 

would soon come to be emblematic of the wider war itself.  22

Realizing that the strategy for Vietnam was slowly falling apart, the administration 

began covertly preparing a way to leave. In February of 1970, National Security Advisor 

Henry Kissinger began a series of secret meetings with Le Duc Tho of the Hanoi 

21 Cox, John W. "A Vietnam War Photographer Captured the Bloody Tet Offensive. Fifty Years Later, He 
Bears Witness Again." (The Washington Post. January 28, 2018.) 
22 Nash, Tim. "The Battle of Hamburger Hill." The Finer Times. 



Politburo. To date, the meetings have made progress, but are still a significant way away 

from achieving anything resembling lasting peace in Vietnam.  23

Throughout the negotiations, American presence continues to decrease. By the 

end of 1970, there were around a third of a million American personnel in Vietnam. One 

year later, that number was down to around 160,000, and as of now it is estimated to be 

around 60,000, with that number falling monthly. The expected date for the full 

departure of the United States military presence is some time in the Spring of 1973.  24

  

23 "Vietnam: The Kissinger-Le Duc Tho Negotiations, August 1969-December 1973." (Wilson Center. 
February 09, 2018.) 
24 Torin. "The Gilder Lehrman Institute of American History." (Nat Turner's Rebellion, 1831 | Gilder 
Lehrman Institute of American History.) 



Economy: 

Post-World War II Expansion: 

During the Second World War, the economy of the United States grew at an 

unprecedented rate. The subsumption of virtually all economic activity into the war 

effort led to massive increases in wages (which were 50% higher in 1944 than in 1939), 

savings, and industrial productivity (which increased 96% over the war) . However, 25

conventional thinking said this could not last. In 1943, the economist Paul Samuelson 

(who would later win the Nobel Prize in economics) wrote that the reintegration of 

nearly 10 million men who were involved in military activity into the civilian economy 

would be “the greatest period of unemployment and industrial dislocation which any 

economy has ever faced. ” Gunnar Myrdal (who would also win the Nobel Prize in 26

economics) predicted that the unemployment caused by returning soldiers would cause 

“an epidemic of violence. ” They were both wrong. Following the war, it is true that the 27

gross domestic product (GDP) of the United States did decrease, but that was not 

actually indicative of economic retraction. Rather, industries that were formerly defense 

related simply were shifting back to peacetime production. This caused both losses in 

output from changing products, but also because the total revenues earned from civilian 

goods were less than the revenues from military goods. However, once the war ended, 

the need for military goods sharply declined, so despite potential higher profits, most 

25 Doris Goodwin, The Way We Won: America's Economic Breakthrough During World War II 
26 Cecil Bohanon, Economic Recovery: Lessons from the Post-World War II Period 
27  Doris Goodwin, The Way We Won: America's Economic Breakthrough During World War II  



industries simply reverted to pre-war production. As a result, new jobs were opened in 

the growing civilian industrial workforce to accommodate the returning military 

personnel. As such, the United States economy continued to grow, fueled now not by 

wartime production and government spending but by burgeoning civilian industry and 

growing expenditures on consumer goods.  28

The “Nixon Shock:” 

By the time Richard Nixon was elected President in late 1968, the economic 

prosperity of the past decades was starting to fade. The cost of maintaining an ever 

growing war in Vietnam had redirected money from President Lyndon B. Johnson’s 

sweeping social programs aimed at creating a “great society” free of poverty . As a 29

result, the expectation of constant economic growth began to come up against the reality 

of a country spending more and more on projects that would likely never be finished. By 

mid 1971, President Nixon decided drastic action was necessary to stave off disaster. On 

August 15, he announced his New Economic Policy, a program “to create a new 

prosperity without war.”  30

The most important change to occur would be an alteration of the Bretton Woods 

system. Adopted after the Second World War, the Bretton Woods system was an 

international agreement to control exchange rates. The process was simple: foreign 

currency values were fixed relative to the US Dollar, and the US Dollar was fixed at a 

price of $35 per ounce of gold. However, as the United States began spending more 

28 Cecil Bohanon, Economic Recovery: Lessons from the Post-World War II Period 
29 "The Costs of the Vietnam War." (Weimar Republic. June 12, 2018) 
30 "Nixon and the End of the Bretton Woods System, 1971–1973." (U.S. Department of State.) 



Dollars (such as on the Vietnam War), the gold reserves were unable to grow fast 

enough to keep up with the printing of money, causing the Dollar to be overvalued. A 

series of restrictions and reforms in the 60’s did little to alleviate the disparity, and by 

1971 it was clear the overvaluing was impacting American trade.  Finally, on August 31

13th, 1971, President Nixon met with key advisors at Camp David and devised the New 

Economic Policy, which, in addition to freezing prices and adding tariffs to dutiable 

imports, ended the gold backing of the US Dollar. This was shortly followed up by a 

Smithsonian Agreement of December 1971, which established set exchange rates based 

on the new value of the Dollar. 

These policies are all relatively recent, and unfortunately the effects of many of 

them still are not known. However, the President and his advisors seem confident that 

there will be minimal negative consequences, provided there is no major international 

incident. 

  

31 "Nixon and the End of the Bretton Woods System, 1971–1973." U.S. (Department of State.) 



Analysis: 

Burglary: 

At the present, not much is known about the break in. However, it is highly 

unlikely that these five men acted alone. While it is likely that former CIA workers would 

possess the skills required for such an operation, it is unlikely that they would have the 

resources available. Furthermore, so far there have yet to be reports of any valuables 

missing or other signs of theft. This has led investigators to suspect that there is 

something larger than a simple break in going on. While details are sparse for the 

moment, the peculiarities of this case certainly merit a more in depth investigation. 

Vietnam: 

To put it frankly, the war did not go well, and it will almost certainly continue to 

not go well until the last American soldier is back home. Our strategy has been 

misguided, our tactics inappropriate, and our goals unclear, and as a result nothing 

significant has been accomplished in Vietnam. Despite our assistance and training, the 

ARVN is almost certainly incapable of repelling both the Viet Cong and the regular army 

of North Vietnam. The situation now is almost exactly the same as it was 15 years ago: 

the government in Saigon is incapable of supporting itself, and will likely fall to the 

North Vietnamese once we depart. The only difference between now and then is how 

many Americans had died in Vietnam. 



That being said, there are still options left open to save South Vietnam. The best 

case scenario of the ARVN rolling up the coast and capturing Hanoi is little more than a 

dream, but there are some intermediate options. The bombing of Laos and Cambodia 

may be able to keep the North Vietnamese distracted enough to allow the Viet Cong to 

be pacified in the countryside. Additionally, as relations with the People’s Republic of 

China continue to warm following President Nixon’s visit in February, they may be able 

to apply pressure on the North to move towards meaningful negotiations. However, 

whatever happens, negotiations or not, success on the battlefield is a necessary 

precondition. We have done little but lose, and unless we wish for absolute defeat, we 

must somehow help the ARVN win. 

Economy: 

The economy is currently in precarious situation. Despite limited success in 

slowing the growth of prices and the devaluation of the Dollar, the international 

financial world is still ready for disaster. With the Dollar no longer being the same stable 

force it used to be, it is far more likely that a supply shock of a major resource (for 

instance petrochemicals or corn) could devastate the national economy. Furthermore, 

confidence in the U.S. from foreign trading partners has decreased, due to the 

willingness of the administration to unilaterally implement changes that have global 

consequences. We must be very careful moving ahead with new economic policy, to not 

further alienate vital trade partners. 



However, most of the measures that have been implemented are only short term. 

Price and wage freezes are effective for a time, but cannot be the status quo. The 

challenge is thus to design a policy that will be able to guide the country moving 

forward. A part of that, however, is to ensure that global crises are limited whenever 

possible. With few exceptions, American economic growth and prosperity requires 

global growth and prosperity, and global growth requires stability. Particularly 

troublesome regions could upset delicate economic balances. For instance, conflict in 

the Middle East could devastate oil markets, while a furtherance of hostilities in South 

Asia could severely impact agricultural production. As such, economic policy must both 

be focused on domestic economic conditions, but also on broader geopolitical goals. 

Questions to Consider: 

1. It is clear that the situation in Southeast Asia has taken a dire turn. If we continue 

the current policy of de-escalation, can anything be done to prevent the total 

collapse of the Saigon government? Are there economic or political actions that 

may succeed where military actions have failed? 

2. How will the economy be managed going forward? The recent changes have 

certainly destabilized the old order of international trade and finance. Will you 

continue to pursue a strategy of price and wage controls, or let the free market 

guide the nation? 

3. What should be done about the break in at the Watergate Hotel? Right now there 

is evidence tying the burglars to White House officials, but there is nothing 



terribly damning. This is the sort of thing that can be swept under the rug, 

provided that you act fast. 

Further Resources: 

America’s Longest War: The United States and Vietnam, 1950-1975 by George C. 

Herring. The Fifth Edition, released in 2014, is considered to be one of the definitive 

works of scholarship concerning the Vietnam War. Beginning in scope almost 15 years 

before many other works, Herring is able to lay a foundation for the complex and 

multi-faceted conflict we now know as the Vietnam War. 

 

Nixon’s Economy: Booms, Busts, Dollars, and Votes , by Allen J. Matusow. Released in 

1998, Matusow’s investigation unveils the story of President Nixon’s difficult transition 

from campaigning on issues of foreign policy to having near administration-breaking 

domestic crises. 
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